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TEST 26 

1- Someone helped me carry my heavy bags ....... my way home ....... the supermarket. 

A) on/from B) at/around 
C) to/out of D) for/with 

E) from/for 

2- So great was Romeo's love ....... Juliet that he would recite his famous love poems ....... 
her balcony every night; 

A) to/within B) for/under 
C) about/from D) with beneath 

E) in/across 

3- Yesterday I ....... an old friend I hadn’t seen for years. 

A) got away B) looked out 
C) ran into D) joined in 

E) jumped over 

4- Realising that she was not getting enough exercise, Julie decided to ....... belly dancing. 

A) take up B) turn out 
C) put in D) build up 

E) call off 

5- A person infected ........ mumps is contagious for a week before and ........ two weeks 
after symptoms appear. 

A) out of/into B) from/about 
C) for/through D) with/up to 

E) into/from 

6- ....... of a living cell, a virus is a dormant particle. It exhibits none of the characteristics 
generally associated ....... life. 

A) Out/from B) Into/about 
C) About/for D) Without/in 

E) Outside/with 

7- Though it is not true in every case, ........ women live longer than men. 

A) at once B) on average 
C) without fail D) in contrast 

E) all around 
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8- An epidemic disease spreads especially quickly ....... similarly susceptible groups of 
people, such as school children or young people ....... the armed forces. 

A) about/for B) into/out of 
C) with/onto D) among/in 

E) in/about 

9- Although they speak more or less the same language, the United States and Britain are 
different ....... one another ....... many ways. 

A) from/ in B) about/ with 
C) with/ like D) to/ for 

E) for/ as 

10- If you want to look ....... Aramaic, you will find it listed .......  Semitic Languages  in the 
catalogue. 

A) about/ at B) for/ upon 
C) around/ to D) into/ about 

E) up/ under 

11- Ballet is particularly popular ....... Soviets, and it is difficult to get tickets for most 
performances ...... the Bolshoi Theater of Opera and Ballet. 

A) to/for B) for/about 
C) in/with D) with/at 

E) from/to 

12- In the USA, students can often get seasonal work at the post office, which takes ....... 
extra staff ....... the Christmas season. 

A) up/about B) out/at 
C) on/during D) to/with 

E) along/on   

13- Albert Einstein s theories brought ....... a great change ....... the way we view the 
universe. 

A) on/with B) with/for 
C) along/to D) into/of 

E) about/in 

14- Intercontinental ballistic missile can deliver a nuclear warhead halfway ....... the world 
....... minutes. 

A) about/into B) through/about 
C) along/without D) towards/upon 

E) around/within 
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15- Various species of palms are the sources of hundreds of products, but ....... the most 
valuable palms in world commerce are the coconut palm and the African oil palm 

A) at least B) by far 
C) for instance D) in turn 

E) at random                                         

16- Beer was known ......... many early civilizations and was popular in climates not 
appropriate ......... grape cultivation. 

A) as/with B) for/in 
C) to/for D) from/on 

E) with to 

17- Although he played badly in the first half, he ....... it later with a hat trick in the second 
half. 

A) made up for B) came down with 
C) kept up with D) came up with 

E) ran out of 

18- Although she ....... a lot of things ........ nothing suited her, so in the end she didn t buy 
anything. 

A) put/on B) put/away 
C) took/off D) tried/on 

E) called/off 

19- People are amazed that the couple still seem to ....... one another even after all their 
problems made known to the public by the press. 

A) go in for B) take after 
C) get over D) get on with 

E) look after   

20- ....... 1500 and 1870, the slave trade forcibly took 15 million of Africans the Atlantic. 

A) During around B) Between across 
C) From into D) For within 

E) While for 

21- During its early days as a nation, the United States was ....... 13 states spread along the 
Atlantic coast. 

A) lost count of  B) cut across           
C) put through D) flooded in 

E) made up of  
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22- Saudi Arabia, which depends ....... oil for its wealth, is one of the few countries in the 
world that has a ban ....... tourism. 

A) in/around B) for/about 
C) with/for D) upon/on 

E) to/with 

23- The soldiers had to stay ....... the hot sun for days, ....... no water to drink. 

A) in/with B) under/for 
C) with/from D) from out of 

E) to/without 

24- As a result, many of them ....... due to hunger, thirst and exposure. 

A) made up B) passed away 
C) turned down D) carried out 

E) went with 

25- The show is so popular that unless we book well ........ we are unlikely to get in. 

A) by chance B) on the way 
C) in advance D) in common 

E) at length 

26- I hated working the night shift and was really happy when I was taken off it and could 
sleep ....... the night ....... a normal human being. 

A) at/as B) out/with 
C) during/like D) when/for 

E) on/through 

27- We are indebted ....... Thomas Edison ....... many of the inventions which make our 
lives more pleasant today. 

A) on/about B) with/from 
C) from/on D) for/since 

E) to/for 

28- Wendy s parents don’t ....... her ....... after midnight because they are worried about 
her. 

A) let/out B) put/off 
C) keep/up D) look/for 

E) put/away 
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29- Through the 17th century Sao Paulo was the base for expeditions to the remote 
hinterland ....... Indian slaves, gold, silver and precious stones. 

A) on the point of B) in search of 
C) in common with D) on behalf of 

E) in return for 

30- After just two years, Sam was getting ....... Julia s nerves so much that she broke ........ 
their marriage. 

A) with/out B) on/up 
C) for/into D) about/off 

E) to/with 

31- I don t know why she turned ....... the job; I was ....... the impression that she really 
wanted it.        

A) on/with B) over/to 
C) up/at D) down/under 

E) off/into 

32- It was so long since I had played tennis, and I was so ....... that I hardly scored a point. 

A) out of practice B) under the influence 
C) for a change D) at any rate 

E) on the increase 

33- I am not interested ....... computers, so I am sick ....... hearing people talk about them 
all the time. 

A) by/for B) for/from 
C) about/to D) in/of 

E) with/by 

34- Even if you are terrified ....... exams, you must learn to face ....... to them if you want to 
be a successful student. 

A) for/forward B) from/in 
C) about/down D) of/up 

E) with/to 

35- We were taken completely ....... surprise when Jennifer showed ....... for the party 
unexpectedly. 

A) with/off B) for/around 
C) from/at D) in/into 

E) by/up 
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36- I was advised to put all of my money ....... the stock market just before it crashed, 
which left me ....... any. 

A) for/out of B) into/without 
C) upon/with D) within/for 

E) from/from 

37- Last year we ....... a plan to improve local air quality, but we have heard nothing from 
the authorities. 

A) went through B) took over 
C) put forward D) put on 

E) ran out of 

38- Silk cultivation dates back ....... about 2640 BC in ancient China, where the Empress 
Hsi Ling Shi invented the loom and applied it ....... the production of highly prized silk 
fabrics. 

A) by/with B) in/by 
C) up/in D) from/for 

E) to/to 

39- In 1984, ......... response to the public demand ....... more healthful and less fattening 
foods, manufacturers began making soft drinks with natural juice added. 

A) with/in B) from/on 
C) in/for D) to/about 

E) for/with 

40- The Skansen Zoo in Stockholm, Sweden, limits its collection primarily ........ the 
animals ........ Northern Europe. 

A) for/from B) about/in 
C) to/of D) of/around 

E) with/to 

41- India is not similar ....... any other country in the world, and it is impossible to know 
what it is ....... unless you have been there. 

A) to/like B) from/as 
C) like/about D) for/from 

E) with/for 

42- People who live in a foreign country ....... trying to learn the language are definitely 
missing a great deal. 

A) throughout B) against 
C) unlike D) outside 

E) without 
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43- When all the suspects were lined ....... in front of me, I still couldn’t pick........the man 
who had robbed me that dark night. 

A) with/up B) up/out 
C) to/over D) along/in 

E) down/on 

44- People usually decide it is time to settle ....... and get married when they are ....... their 
late 20s or early 30s. 

A) for/through B) in/around 
C) out/over D) down/in 

E) up/by                                    

45- I was bored ....... my last job, so I decided to quit and travel ....... the world.                                                                

A) from/through B) of /across 
C) with/around D) in/along 

E) at/for 

46- Some mothers live only ....... their children, and so they don t know what to do....... 
themselves when their kids get older and leave home. 

A) for/with B) with/to 
C) through/of D) up/for 

E) by/about 

47- Though he came from a poor family, ....... working hard ....... the summer vacations, 
Larry could support himself at university. 

A) about/on B) by/during 
C) for/when D) with/while 

E) through/within 

48- Since she did not approve ....... the girl her son wanted to marry, she advised him to 
think it ....... carefully. 

A) from/through B) for/about 
C) of/over D) with/of 

E) about/out 

49- If you want to be an artist you have to get used to living ....... almost nothing while you 
wait ........ success. 

A) by/during B) for/in 
C) as/with D) up/about 

E) on/for 
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50- ........ seeing that Galileo was having problems ....... the Catholic church. Descartes gave 
up studying astronomy. 

A) For/about                  B) As/from 
C) Over/by D) Upon/with 

E) From/over   

51- In 1903, Orville Wright was ....... the controls of the world s first airplane, and his 
brother Wilbur served ....... ground crew. 

A) in/for B) at/as 
C) of /to D) on/with 

E) for/in 

52- She decided to go on a strict diet because she has ....... all of her clothes. 

A) taken charge of B) grown out of 
C) took part in D) made room for 

E) cut down on 

53- The diplomats were rescued ....... the terrorists ....... five weeks of captivity. 

A) with/while B) at/with 
C) to/during D) for/since 

E) from/after 

54- The other day I ....... an interesting article on inflation in emerging economies while 
reading the  Economist . 

A) set up B) took after 
C) came across D) picked up 

E) brought out 

55- The radicals in the party tried to change the agenda, but they were ruled................by 
the chairman. 

A) out of sight B) without warning 
C) at length D) under the impression 

E) out of order 

56- The American Civil War was fought ....... the 19th century ....... the northern and 
southern states. 

A) during/at B) against/from 
C) while/for D) in/between 

E) through/against 
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57- The southern states were in favour ....... slavery, while the northern states were ....... it. 

A) for/opposite B) to/from 
C) with/beside D) of/against 

E) about/out of 

58- Compared ....... some of the war-torn countries of Eastern Europe and Africa, 
England, despite its economic problems, seems a paradise ....... the Earth. 

A) of/for B to/on 
C) with/to D) from/of 

E) about/in 

59- Here s a letter ........ Jane. I think it s ......... Charlie s handwriting. 

A) for/in B) from/to 
C) to/from D) with/for 

E) about/into 

60- The letter was written ....... ink and was signed ....... the bottom of the page. 

A) by/on B) for/to 
C) with/in D) on/on 

E) in/at 
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